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In order to improve the e�ectiveness of product fading surface modeling design, this paper puts forward an application research of
rhino modeling software in product fading surface modeling design from the perspective of computer. First, this paper studies the
optimization design of product fading surface modeling, establishes the visual image information processing model of product
fading surface modeling design, carries out product fading surface modeling design according to the information fusion results,
and puts forward the product fading surface modeling design method based on visual expression and surface fusion. Based on
rhino modeling software, the visual communication design of product fading surface modeling design is carried out, the visual
optimization control model of product fading surface modeling is established, and the optimization design of product fading
surface modeling is realized by combining the block fusion matching method. �e simulation experiment of product fading
surface modeling design is carried out in rhino modeling software. �erefore, this method has good e�ect, strong visual
communication ability, and short time cost.

1. Introduction

Computer-aided geometric design (CAGD) is a new in-
terdisciplinary subject. It was �rst proposed by Forrest in the
UK in 1971. It mainly studies the representation, design,
analysis, and speci�cation processing of curves and surfaces.
With the development of computer graphics, a new tech-
nology focuses more on curve and surface design, splicing,
modeling, display, and morphological analysis [1]. As people
have higher and higher requirements for product shape,
product modeling has become more complex, and practical
problems such as product design and manufacturing have a
deeper connection with curve and surface modeling opti-
mization. Modern young people have higher and higher
requirements for product appearance, and product ap-
pearance design is no longer the pursuit of a single form, but
more andmore diversi�ed. Good product appearance design
not only conforms to people’s aesthetic, plays a role in
promoting product sales, but also can make the production
of products more convenient, reduce consumption, reduce
costs, and if the environmental adaptation and other factors

are considered, can also play a role in environmental pro-
tection. So, what is the condition that the appearance design
of the product must satisfy? Design form, as the name
implies, is the shape of the product, which is also the most
important requirement of the product in the appearance
design. How can the designer combine the shape design with
the internal structure, and also re¢ect some of the design
innovation or other practical functions, is the top priority of
the current product appearance design. Material selection:
we all know that the material selection of product design is
very key, and this determines the hardness and luster of the
product in the appearance and also determines the product
can be used in what kind of environment, so for the material
selection of the product, we have to carry out the basic
requirements, and it is necessary. Colors: in many cases, the
consumer products interest is likely to be on the color
appearance of the product is driven up, so the collocation of
color to a great extent is to attract the customer’s purchase
desire, and because the visual sense is the direct feedback for
the product �rst impression, the color collocation of this
aspect is also the basic requirement of the product
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appearance design. Feasibility: we want to know whether the
appearance of the product design is feasible, because a lot of
product appearance and its internal structure is tight, or
have a very strong correlation, and is not the outward ap-
pearance is everything, so we need to analyze its feasibility; it
has functions in many more representative of the products,
and it is necessary.

In the process of solving these practical problems, new
research ideas and methods continue to appear, and its
application scope has become wider. Now, in addition to its
application in the three major industries of aviation, auto-
mobile, and shipbuilding, it also extends to the fields of
bioengineering, architectural design, D/m, electronic engi-
neering, medical diagnosis, and clothing [2, 3]. Part of the
reason why decorative materials are made depends on
whether they are smooth, when in fact the material is curved
and the surface is smooth enough. If not, this will ultimately
lead to the aesthetics of the product. ,erefore, it is im-
portant to study the human-machine surface optimization
method suitable for the product [4].

At present, there have been many typical research re-
sults in the modeling design of fading surface of products.
According to the modeling characteristics, the shape of
complex products is simplified into a simple mesh model.
Based on the principle of C-C surface mesh subdivision, a
method of making product mesh model in product
modeling design is proposed. After the user edits and
modifies the mesh vertices for many times, the mesh
subdivision is carried out, so as to obtain the customized
modeling scheme of products. ,ere is no need for a large
number of surface editing operations, but there are some
problems such as unclear surface modeling features and
unsatisfactory matching accuracy [5]. In this paper, a
forward and reverse hybrid design modeling method based
on artecstudio, geomagicstudio, and CATIA software is
proposed. ,e main purpose is to reduce the dimensional
error between the modeling results and the actual object,
but this method has the problem of large time cost. ,is
paper summarizes the relevant research results of design-
oriented free-form surface feature modeling technology
and systematically studies the definition, classification,
parameterization, editing, and extraction methods of free-
form surface features. ,is method has a lot of theoretical
support, but it has not been tested in practical application
[6, 7]. Figure 1 shows the common practice of fading
surface modeling. Rhino3D NURBS is a powerful 3d ad-
vanced modeling software. Its main function is 3D mod-
eling, drawing 2d graphics, and dimensions. ,is software
was introduced by RobertMcNeel in 1998. Compared with
other 3D modeling software, this software requires less
hardware equipment. All you need is an ISA graphics card
and Windows 95. In addition, installing the software on a
computer takes just over 20megabytes. Although it is “a
small sparrow”, it is “five viscera”. Rhino software is
powerful and can be modeled very smoothly. It can create,
analyze, and edit NURBS surfaces, curves, and entities with
no restrictions on angle or size. It can quickly represent
data into graphics, graphics design interface, 3-D graphics

design character interface, working perspective window,
unlimited graphics view area, designated view area, and
toolbar interface.

2. Literature Review

Burduhos nergis, D. P. and others proposed the spline mesh
based on the optimization method, which is a method of
“checking curves, surfaces, and modifications”. ,e obvious
disadvantage of this method is that the program needs to be
checked and modified continuously in the process of the
fairing, and its amount of calculation and modification is
very large [8]. Messaoudene, A. and others proposed to use
the Hermite element to minimize the target function and
reproduce the C1 or C2 continuity of the surface in the
whole field. ,is finite element interpolation calculation
method combined with energy fairing makes the recon-
structed surface not only have high precision but also have a
good fairing. It is suggested to use the moving least square
method to study curve and surface fitting [9]. Wang, H. and
others proposed the research on curve and surface ap-
proximation algorithm based on cubic B-spline. ,e algo-
rithm combines the respective advantages of interpolation
spline and B-spline, avoids the shortcomings of traditional
algorithms, and proves its convergence. ,e B-spline
method cannot accurately describe the quadratic curve and
the surfaces such as the sphere, while using the rational
B-splines solves this problem. Tetteh, e. D. and others believe
that in the modeling of product modeling design, a complete
form consists of multiple single-sided splicing combinations,
which can be expanded on the simple shape and add more
details. ,is modeling form can be called face splicing [10].
Ali, F. and others set up a digital product modeling design
course by using the modeling design software rhino, which
can enable students to carry out three-dimensional modeling
of product modeling design and understand the basic re-
quirements of digital product modeling design, which will
greatly improve students’ homework level, graduation de-
sign level, and employment competitiveness [11]. Wang,
X. and others believe that NURBS means nonuniform ra-
tional B-spline, which can be seen as freely making various
forms of free curves according to the user’s intention by
using the control points and edit points existing between the
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Figure 1: Common practice of fading surface modeling.
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start point and the end point. NURBS can better control the
curvature of the object surface than the traditional modeling
method. Any imaginable shape can be obtained by using
NURBS modeling [12]. Sunchenghao and others believe that
in the modeling and design of three-dimensional surface
modeling, the quality of the surface directly affects the
appearance, comfort, and machining accuracy [13]. Jacobs,
B. and others believe that the product modeling mouth is
becoming more and more complex, and more and more
curved surfaces are used. ,e design of curved surfaces
should not only meet the aesthetic requirements of products
but also better realize their functions, so as to meet the
design performance requirements. ,e beauty of the surface
depends on the smoothness, and the realization of the
function depends on whether the product is easy to operate.
,erefore, it is particularly important to find out the optimal
design of the complex surface through certain methods [14].
Ali, F. and others believe that curve and surface fairing has
an important impact on product design. Compared with
most fairing optimization methods, the curve and surface
energy method is a widely used method. It applies boundary
constraints to deal with curves and surfaces and is suitable
for large deformation and closed curve and surface fairing.
However, it cannot guarantee the uniform change of cur-
vature, and the least square method can make up for this
deficiency [14]. Nakayama, M. and others used the improved
energy method under physical constraints such as external
load, established the energy model of curve and surface
optimization according to the geometric constraints of the
fairing, and studied the method of constructing the objective
function of curve and surface under multidisciplinary theory
[15].

3. Research Methods

3.1. Visual Communication Design and Image Processing of
Product Fading Surface Modeling

3.1.1. Visual Communication Design. According to the
similarity of different features, the local information mea-
surement of the visual image of product fading surface
modeling is carried out [12]. ,e block feature matching
method is used for visual image processing and feature
analysis of product fading surface modeling, and the visual
segmentation model of product fading surface modeling is
constructed. ,e generation sequence of visual features of
product fading surface modeling is obtained as follows:

Dif C1, C2(  � min
vi∈C1,vj∈C2 , vi,vj( ∈Ε

w vi, vj  .
(1)

In the above formula, FE � 1nI/1n D refers to the feature
sampling point of the visual image of product fading surface
modeling. ,e feature point of the visual image of product
fading surface modeling is composed of the edge contour
feature component of the image. Take k-nearest neighbors of
the unknown sample, and reconstruct the visual image of
product fading surface modeling according to the geometric
distribution of the weak edge feature of the visual image of

product fading surface modeling. ,e block structure model
of visual communication of product fading surface modeling
design is obtained, as shown in Figure 2.

According to Figure 2, the multilevel and multidirec-
tional decomposition method is adopted to classify the
image to be designed into the feature block subspace, and the
local dynamic feature point detection output of the visual
image of product fading surface modeling is obtained as
follows:

I(x) � J(x)t(x) � A(1 − t(x)), (2)

whereA is the block pixel set representing the residual image
and t(x) is the detail separation eigenvalue of the visual
image of product fading surface modeling.

3.1.2. Image Fusion and Filtering. Calculate the classified
pixel set of product fading surface modeling visual image
feature information, and obtain the estimated value of
contour area distribution of product fading surface mod-
eling visual image as follows:

NLM[g](i) � 
j∈Ω

w(i, j)g(j).
(3)

Among them, the clustering center of visual recon-
struction of product fading surface modeling is obtained by
taking pixel I as the center. ,e image segmentation method
is used to construct the visual feature sampling model of the
image, when 0≤w(i, j)≤ 1 and j∈Ωw(i, j) � 1. It is as-
sumed that the gray edge value of the visual image of product
fading surface modeling obeys the Gaussian distribution;
that is, n ∈ N(0, σ2n), where σ2n is the pixel intensity of visual
imaging of product fading surface modeling. ,e detail
separation method is used for block matching of all sample
images, and the Euler–Lagrange equation is constructed
according to the anisotropy of the image. ,e edge contour
detection equation of the visual feature distribution of the
product fading surface modeling is obtained as follows:
zφ
zt

� −δ(φ) θ λ1e
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(5)

where H(φ) is the block Heaviside function of the visual
image of product fading surface modeling, and
δ(z) � d/dzH(z) is the Dirac function of edge contour
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detection for product fading surface modeling design [16].
,e local information is extracted from the low-frequency
coefficient matrix, and the visual image fusion and filtering
processing of product fading surface modeling are carried
out in combination with the dynamic block segmentation
technology.

3.2. Establishment of the Mathematical Model for Curve and
Surface Optimization

3.2.1. Energy Method and Physical Constraints. In terms of
mechanics, the physical spline is like an elastic thin beam
with uniform properties under a concentrated load. Its
optimization goal is to minimize the strain energy of a
curved beam. ,e mathematical expression is

E � β
curve

k
2ds. (6)

In the above formula, β is the stiffness coefficient of the
spline. ,is mathematical model comprehensively con-
siders the two aspects of minimum energy and parame-
terization of expression. It has the characteristics of
natural fairing. ,e physical energy model includes two
parts of energy: bending resistance and tensile resistance,
as shown in the following formula:

E �  αEs + βEb( dσ, (7)

where αβ is the weight coefficient. ,e curves and surfaces
generated by this model have no redundant wrinkles, which
can also be said to be more smooth.

From the point of view of physical deformation energy,
Terzopoulos and Gossard proposed the following model as
formula (8) with the help of the thin plate elastic defor-
mation equation in elasticity.

Ecurve �  αw
2
u + βw

2
uu − 2fw du, (8)

where w is the calculated curve (surface) with u and v as
parameters; wu, wv, wuu, wvvwuv are partial derivative vec-
tors; αβ is the given external load vector function.

For a clearer and intuitive explanation of αβ and the
physical meaning of F, the Euler equation is introduced here
as equation (10):

β
d
4
W

du
4 − α

d
2
W

du
2 � f. (9)

It can be seen from (10) that it is similar to the elastic
deformation equation, so αβ is also a given material char-
acteristic parameter, which mainly determines the ability of
an object to resist deformation; F is the external load.

Since this paper mainly studies the optimization of
B-spline curves and surfaces, we introduce the expression as
follows:

W(u) � 
i�0,m

ViBi,s(u). (10)

,e first and second derivative vectors of the curve
obtained from (11) are equations (12) and (13), respectively.

Wu(u) � 
i�0,m

ViB
’
i,s(u). (11)

Wuu(u) � 
i�0,m

ViBi,s
″(u). (12)

From the above formula, we can know that since the
density s and node vector are known, formula (12) is
transformed into integrating the known function. In order to
obtain the unknown V (the control point of the curve), we
only need to solve the above equation (quadratic function
equation).

Now, most of the curve surface optimization is using
some geometric constraints, such as using its type value
point and control point and guide vector. In this section, the
optimization of curves and surfaces is studied based on
physical constraints, and the structural modeling of curves
and surfaces is controlled by considering three physical
attributes: external load, material properties, and boundary
support. ,is method takes more consideration of the actual
situation and has more application value [17, 18].

3.3. Curve and Surface Optimization Based on Improved
Particle Swarm Optimization Algorithm

3.3.1. Basic Particle Swarm Optimization Algorithm.
Particle swarm optimization algorithm (PSO), such as
genetic algorithm and ant colony algorithm, is also a
colony intelligence algorithm. Due to its fast speed and
good robustness in multidimensional spatial function and
dynamic target optimization, it has been widely used in the
optimization and evolution fields of function optimiza-
tion, fuzzy system control, and neural network training.
With more and more research on it, we can roughly divide
the research direction into four aspects: the algorithm
itself, the parameter selection, the topology, and the in-
tegration with other evolutionary technologies. Among
them, the combination with other algorithms is a hot topic

t-LLL

t-LLH

Figure 2: Block structure model of visual communication in
product fading surface modeling design.
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in the research of particle swarm optimization. ,ere are
usually two ideas of introducing genetic idea and ant
colony idea. In addition, there are many hybrid PSO
algorithms, such as gradient descent, immune algorithm,
and K-means clustering algorithm. Because the particle
swarm optimization algorithm does not need to set many
parameters and the gradient information of the evolution
process, it is very easy to implement. It plays an important
role in solving nonlinear continuous optimization
problems. Moreover, it also has very good controllability
for those problems that cannot get satisfactory
results optimized by common methods. ,erefore, the
particle swarm optimization algorithm has a wide range of
applications [17].

,e steps of the standard particle swarm optimization
algorithm are as follows:

(1) Initialize particle swarm, initialize the velocity VI
and position Xi of particles in the population, and set
the population size M and the dimension n of
particle solution space.

(2) Calculate the current fitness value of each particle
according to the fitness function.

(3) Evaluate the fitness value of each particle in step (2),
store the fitness value of each particle and its current
position in the particle’s respective pbest, compare
the fitness value of each particle with the individual
extreme value, if its fitness value is better, continue to
update the individual extreme value, and save the
updated satisfactory individual extreme value in the
pbest. If the individual extreme value is better, keep it
unchanged and store it in gbest.

(4) Compare all current in pbest and gbest to update
gbest.

(5) If the termination conditions are met (usually the
number of iterations or the actual required accu-
racy), stop the search and output the results. Oth-
erwise, return to step.

3.3.2. Basic Steps of Genetic Algorithm Optimization.
First is the population setting; since the basis of the genetic
algorithm is population, setting the appropriate population
size is of great significance to the operating performance of
the genetic algorithm. If the population size is relatively
large, it means that there are a variety of individuals in the
population, so the algorithm may not fall into the situation
of a local solution. However, if the population is too large,
the amount of calculation will increase a lot, which in-
creases the complexity of the calculation process. When the
population size is too small, the search space of the genetic
algorithm is limited, which may produce immature con-
vergence results. ,e second is to initialize the population;
because the initial individuals of the general population are
randomly generated, it is difficult to judge the number and
distribution of the optimal solution in the corresponding
feasible solution space without knowing the initial em-
pirical knowledge of the solution space of the target
problem. ,erefore, it is often used to randomly generate a

certain number of individuals with uniform distribution in
the solution space. And select good and qualified indi-
viduals from these individuals to form the initial species
group. ,ird is the genetic parameter coding; the coding of
parameters must be based on the actual situation of the
target problem to be solved. It transforms the actual
problem into computer binary code to form a solution
space, and its genetic algorithm searches the optimal so-
lution in this space [14, 16].

It has the following characteristics: (1) ,e processing
object of the genetic algorithm is the encoded individual,
not the parameter itself. (2) It can deal with multiple
individuals in the population at the same time, rather
than the traditional search for one individual, which solves
the risk of falling into the local optimal solution. (3)
,e constraints of genetic algorithm are not affected
by discontinuity and nondifferentiability. It uses the
fitness function to evaluate individuals. (5) It has the
characteristics of autonomous learning, adaptation, and
self-organization. ,e basic steps of genetic algorithm
operation are shown in Figure 3.

Comparison between genetic algorithm and ant colony
algorithm: ant colony algorithm, which belongs to intelligent
optimization algorithm, has certain memory. Ant colony
algorithm has several principles, such as foraging principle
and obstacle avoidance principle. It issues instructions based
on pheromones in the environment. ,e genetic algorithm
belongs to a group of intelligent optimization algorithms
with parallelism. Each particle can actively choose to im-
personate. ,e genetic algorithm is based on the biological
evolution idea of survival of the fittest.,e genetic algorithm
has three kinds of operators: selection, crossover, and
mutation. Each operator has its own different methods.
Different improvement results can be obtained bymodifying
the operators and configuration methods.

3.3.3. Basic Ant Colony Algorithm. ,e essence of the ant
colony optimization algorithm is the process that ants
transmit information through pheromones, cooperate with
each other, and finally find the shortest distance from the ant
nest to the food source, that is, the optimal solution of the
problem. If there are a large number of ants passing along a
certain route, the greater the probability that it will be se-
lected by later ants. It is composed of three mechanisms:
route probability selection mechanism (the more phero-
mones secreted by ants on a route, the greater the probability
that the route will be selected by later ants), pheromone
update mechanism (the faster the amount of pheromones
will increase on the shorter route), and collaborative work
mechanism (pheromones deliver messages). It has the fol-
lowing characteristics: (1) distributed control, and each
individual can only directly perceive the information of the
local area; (2) the search process starts from multiple points
at the same time, which greatly improves the optimization
efficiency and response ability of the whole algorithm
process; (3) it has autonomy and cooperation, and the
optimization process does not depend on the mathematical
properties of the optimized problem itself; (4) probabilistic
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search is used globally, which makes the algorithm more
likely to obtain the optimal solution. ,e flow of ant colony
algorithm is shown in Figure 4.

3.3.4. Improved Particle Swarm Optimization Algorithm.
,e basic steps of the algorithm are as follows:

(1) ,e size n of the population optimized by the particle
swarm optimization algorithm is selected, and the
initial learning factors C1 and C2, random numbers
R1 and R2, inertia weight W, search space dimen-
sion, convergence accuracy, and maximum number
of iterations T are set.

(2) Initialize the speed and position of particles;

Start

Original problem parameter set

chromosome encoding, producing 
the initial population

Adaptation values were calculated for 
the individuals in the population

Termination
condition judgment

select

cross connection

heteromorphosis

new population

Output results

end

Figure 3: Genetic algorithm optimization flow chart.

Start

Ant colony algorithm parameter
initialization

For each ant, the probability was moved to the next
vertex to complete a cycle

�e path lengths were calculated for each ant
 to record the current best solution

Modify the trajectory
intensity by pressing 
the update equation

�e maximum numbers of
iterations was reached

Output best 
solution

end

Figure 4: Flow chart of ant colony algorithm.
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(3) ,e fitness value of each particle is calculated and
sorted, in which each particle is regarded as its in-
dividual best and stored in pbest, and the particle
with the smallest fitness value in pbest is regarded as
the global optimal value and stored in gbest.

(4) ,e selection and crossover operations in the
genetic algorithm are introduced (in each iteration
process, half of the particles with good fitness value
are taken to directly enter the next generation, and
the other half of the particles are crossed in pairs to
produce new offspring. ,ese offspring are com-
pared with the parent generation, and then, half of

the particles are selected to enter the next gener-
ation cycle).

(5) Until the termination conditions of the algorithm are
met and satisfactory results are obtained, otherwise
return to step (3), recalculate, and finally find the
optimal solution as shown in Figure 5.

According to the operation steps of the improved par-
ticle swarm optimization algorithm, its main parameters are
set as follows: population size n� 50, learning factor
C1�C2�1.4962, inertia weight Wmax� 0.95, wmin� 0.5,
and the maximum number of iterations t� 500. ,e specific
procedures are as follows. ,e optimized control points are

Parameters are assigned to the particle
population size, inertia factor, learning
factor, and the maximum numbers of 

iterations

Speed and location of the initial population

Computing the fitness function values 
for the particles

Introduce the selection
crossover operation of 

genetic algorithms

Adjust w to update the particle
velocity displacement 

Individual-optimal and group-
optimal judgments were

performed

Judgment of the 
convergence

termination condition

Output optimization
results

Figure 5: Flow chart of improved particle swarm optimization algorithm.
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shown later. In practical operation, it tends to be stable after
250 generations.,e specific calculation results are shown in
Figure 6.

It can be seen from the above figure that the curve
optimized by the improved particle swarm optimization
algorithm is smoother, and its accuracy is higher. From the
iterative process diagram, it can be seen that its operation
speed is also very fast, nearly twice that of the general genetic
algorithm. ,erefore, it is very effective to use the minimum
double energy method with physical and geometric con-
straints for modeling and calculation by the improved
particle swarm optimization algorithm [19].

3.3.5. Comparison between the Optimization Results of Im-
proved Particle Swarm Optimization Algorithm and Other
Algorithms. ,e optimization effects obtained by using
different algorithms are quite different. ,e followings are
the curve effects optimized by several algorithms, as shown
in Figures 7–9.

It can be seen from the above figures that the fairing
effect of using the improved particle swarm optimization
algorithm on the curve is much better than that of using the
particle swarm optimization algorithm, genetic algorithm,
and ant colony algorithm. It has high precision and fast
convergence speed.

3.4. Optimization of Product Fading Surface Modeling Design

3.4.1. Block Template Matching Design of Product Fading
Surface Modeling. ,is paper proposes a design method of
product fading surface modeling based on visual expression
and surface fusion. According to the method of image fu-
sion, the coordinates of visual feature points of product
fading surface modeling are X � (xi0, xi1, . . . , xi(n− 1),

yi0, yi1, . . . , yi(n− 1))
T. In the affine invariant region, the

distribution state of visual features of product fading surface
modeling is

x(n) � 

p

k�1
aix(n − k) � 

m

r�0
bru(n − r). (13)

Extract the local information entropy centered on point
(i, j), and analyze the dynamic characteristics of the image in
the block area of the visual image of product fading surface
modeling. Formulate the fusion rules according to the
characteristics of local information entropy. ,e visual
feature reconstruction model of the output fading surface
modeling is obtained as follows:

g(x, y) � f(x, y) � ε(x, y). (14)

Assuming that the geometric feature vector e1, e2, . . . , eI

of the first l visual image of product fading surface modeling,
and the local information entropy represents more image
detail structure, the visual reconstruction output of product
fading surface modeling is obtained as follows:

g(t) �
�
s

√
f(s[t − τ]). (15)

Among them, f(T) is the local texture feature of the visual
image of product fading surface modeling, s� (c−v)/(c+ v),
which represents the scale factor of Harris corner detection. To
sum up, the block templatematching of product fading surface
modeling is carried out, and themodeling design is carried out
according to the block template matching results [20, 21].

3.4.2. Visual Optimization Control Model of Product Fading
Surface Modeling. ,e visual optimization control model of
product fading surface modeling is established, and the
optimal design of product fading surface modeling is real-
ized by combining the block fusion matching method. ,e
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Figure 8: Optimization curve of genetic algorithm and its accuracy.
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Figure 9: Optimization curve and accuracy of ant colony
algorithm.
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iterative equation of visual output control of product fading
surface modeling is obtained as follows:

W(n + 1) � W(n) − η
zΕ
zW

� zΔ W(n). (16)

After n-step training and learning, the coupling control
method is adopted to obtain the dynamic characteristic
process of visual reconstruction of product fading surface
modeling, which is

wsij n0 + 1(  � wsij n0(  − ηsij

zJ

zwsij

. (17)

,e classical fusion rule is to group and fuse the pixel
eigenvalues of the product fading surface modeling, extract
the outline of the dark side of the visual image of the product
fading surface modeling, and consider the correlation be-
tween the pixel neighborhoods to obtain a surface modeling
design area with 2I times the width of the time window. ,e
edge windows of the product fading surface modeling design
are obtained as follows:

I1 n1, n2(  �
1
4



1

i1�0

1

i2�0
II−1 2n1 + i1, 2n2 + i2( . (18)

J1 n1, n2(  �
1
4



1

i1�0


1

i2�0
JI−1 2n1 + i1, 2n2 + i2( . (19)

,e visual optimization control model of product fading
surface modeling is established, and the optimization design
of product fading surface modeling is realized by combining
the block fusion matching method. To sum up, the opti-
mization design of product fading surface modeling is
realized.

4. Result Discussion

In order to test the application performance of this method in
the realization of product fading surface modeling design, the
simulation experiment is carried out based on rhinomodeling
software.,e algorithmdesign part of image visual processing

Figure 10: Initial contour modeling of fading surface of product.

Figure 11: Optimization of product fading surface modeling.

Figure 12: Modeling design of fading surface of the product.

Table 1: Performance comparison.

Method Paper method Genetic algorithm Basic ant colony algorithm Improved particle swarm optimization
Feature matching points 2543 532 1002 904
Feature resolution/% 97.45 88.55 90.32 91.231
Time cost/ms 2.45 7.34 10.23 13.23
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is designed by Matlab 7. ,e pixel level of initial sampling of
product fading surface modeling visual image is set as
1200×800, and the scale of visual feature reconstruction of
product fading surface modeling visual image is set as 12, ,e
characteristic decomposition value of regional pixel fusion is
DXY� 3, the interference intensity is −10 dB, the pheromone
intensity in the image is 50 dB, and the resolution of product
fading surface modeling reconstruction is 2000∗ 2000piex.
According to the above simulation parameter settings, the
product fading surface modeling design is carried out to
obtain the initial contour modeling of the product fading
surface, as shown in Figure 10.

Taking the product fading surface in Figure 10 as the
research object, the image visual imaging method is used for
image fusion and filtering in the modeling design process of
the product fading surface, and the output results are shown
in Figure 11.

According to the analysis of Figure 11, the optimization
of product fading surface modeling design can be realized by
using this method. On this basis, the product fading surface
modeling design output is obtained, as shown in Figure 12.
According to the analysis of Figure 12, the effect of product
fading surface modeling design by this method is good, and
the design quality is high. Test the effect of different methods
on product fading surface modeling design, and the com-
parison results are shown in Table 1. ,e analysis shows that
the effect of this method on product fading surface modeling
design is better.

By analyzing the results in Table 1, it can be seen that the
feature resolution of product fading surface modeling design
by this method is the best, with a resolution of 97.45%, short
time overhead, and only 2.45ms.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, a product fade surface modeling design
method based on visual expression and surface fusion is
proposed. From the perspective of computer, rhino mod-
eling software is applied in product fade surface modeling
design, the visual expression model of product fade surface
modeling is constructed, and the image fusion and filtering
processing in the process of product fade surface modeling
design is carried out by using image visual imaging method.
,e edge contour features of the visual image of product
fading surface modeling are extracted, the block template
matching the design of product fading surface modeling is
carried out by using the template block matching method,
the visual optimization control model of product fading
surface modeling is established, and the optimization design
of product fading surface modeling is realized by combining
the block fusion matching method.
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